An algebraic relation between the harmonic oscillator representation of the 2-dimensional conformal algebra and its generic expression in terms of the Virasoro operators themselves is established utilizing the existence condition of the singular vertex operators which were recently constructed by the present authors. A new derivation of the Kac determinant formula is also given from the viewpoint of the oscillator representation with a variable central charge extension. § 1. Introduction
Recently there have been great advances in the study of 2-dimensional (2-D) quantum field theories both in physics and in mathematics. Superstring field theories!) for particle interactions are embodied by the 2-D membrane with a spinorial character, while representation theories 2 ) of infinite dimensional affine Lie algebras were initiated by the study of the Virasoro algebra, first discovered in the dual resonance models,3) which also has the 2-D string origin. The Virasoro algebra generates conformal transformations in the 2-D parameter space of a string.
In our recent paper 4 ) we studied an oscillator representation of the 2-D conformal algebra (Virasoro algebra) and gave a general construction of null fields making use of the vertex operators. There, the null states are expressed in terms of the mode operators of harmonic oscillators. On the other hand, a null state is expected to be constructed generically from a primary state by multiplying the Virasoro operators to it. To achieve this construction, the null states given by the singular vertex operators 4 ) must be reexpressed in terms of the Virasoro operators. It is the purpose of the present paper to show explicitly the algebraic relation between the oscillator representation and the generic expression given in terms of the Virasoro operators. In addition, we will derive the Kac 5 ) determinant from the viewpoint of the oscillator representation.
First we will summarize the oscillator representation with a varying central charge and make some preparations fordarifying the main issue of the present paper. Then we will prove the relation between the oscillator representation and the Virasoro operator representation. A new derivation of the Kac determinant will subsequently be given by use of the obtained results.
We would like to add here that after finishing the present paper we have learned 8 ) that a transformation matrix similar to our C; is also considered in pure mathematical context by Tsuchiya and Kanie (Publ. of Kyoto Univ. Vol. 22 (1986) , 259).
Our essential results for the C matrix agree with their expressions, although the detailed proof leading to those is somewhat different in the sense that our approach is strongly motivated by our attempt to construct null fields as degenerate primary conformal fields. § 2. Oscillator representation of Virasoro algebra
Our starting point is the following oscillator representations of the Virasoro operators (n=l, 2, ... ):
where A is a c-number parameter, R is the level operator of the Fock space, and an (n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ) satisfy the hermiticity relation an t = a-n and the commutation relations [an, am] =non+m,o. (2) The operators Ln(A) form the Virasoro algebra (3) with the variable central charge c=1-12Az. We also write ao=po and introduce a coordinate qo as conjugate to the momentum Po: (4) The ground state ket vacuum 10; A) with zero conformal weighe) is defined by for nzO. (5) This vacuum satisfies the condition of conformal invariance,
while the ground state 10; t + A) being different from the vacuum only by a momentum shift t satisfies
Ln(A)IO; t+A)=O
for nzl (7) and Lo(A)lo; t + A)=( ~ + At )10; t + A) , (8) which means that the state 10; t + A> is a primary state with the conformal weight (9) In Ref. Generally, a representation of the Virasoro algebra is specified by the values of the central charge c and of the conformal weight h. In the oscillator representation these are determined by the parameters A and t. We should notice that the correspondence between (c, h) and (A, t) is four-fold degenerate; both A and -A give the same value of c, and even when A is fixed, both t and -2A -t correspond to the same weight h= ho(t)= hoe -2A -t).
Before proceeding to the main issue, it is convenient to define an operator P which we will call parity: and the normalization constant is chosen so that the states be normalized as: (21) In the same way we define the products of the Virasoro operators for the level N:
nk=O, 1, 2, ., .. 
b) det[C(t+A, -A)]=constx L: (t-t(r,s»)P(N-rS).

T,S>O
(r,sirs=N).4) Thereby for t = t(r,s)'
This determinant has zeros also for rs < N, in other words, Cu(t + A, -A) has zero eigenvectors; for t=t(r,s)(rs<N) there exists a null state Ix> at the level K=rs. 
where V(A) belongs to the level K and pu is a suitable coefficient of the expansion 
Clf(t+).., )..)=<0; t+)..laJL-1()..)IO; t+)..> =<0; t+)..IV( -)..)a-JIO; t+)..>.
Inserting the identity P2=1 into the right-hand side, we obtain
Clf(t+).., )..)=<0; -t-)..IV()..)a-JIO; -t-)..>EJ,
where EJ = ± 1 is defined by
Pa-Jp= EJa~l. .
Comparing Eqs. (37) and (28) with a substitution t ~ -t -2)", we get
Clf(t(r,s)+).., -),,)=CJ(t(-r,-s)+).., )..)EJ.
(40)
Since the matrix on the left-hand side has zero eigenvectors A J , the one on the right-hand side also has zero eigenvectors A/=cJAJ. Thus 
det[F(N)]=det[C(t+,1, -,1)CT(t+,1, A)] =det[C(t+,1, -,1)]det[C(t+,1, A)] =const x II [(t -t(T.S»(t -t(_T._S»]P(N-TS) . T,S>O l$;TS$;N
Being aware that 
=2(h-h(T.S» ,
we obtain the Kac determinant formula: 5 ) where
det[F(N)]=constX II (h-h(T,S»P(N-TS) , T.S>O l$;TS$;N h(T'S)=t(; t++ ~ t-r -r .
(41)
This is exactly the expression obtained by Kac 5 ) for the zeros of the Kac determinant. In conclusion, the algebraic relation to transform from the oscillator representation to the generic representation in terms of the Virasoro operators themselves is established, and, consequently, the Kac determinant is rederived through the use of the obtained results.
